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LIST OF TABLES 5 INTRODUCTION
I've made a number of changes to the TANK WARS model since July 1980. The major changes are:
• The model now treats gross vehicle motion explicitly.
• F-kiiled tanks now try to reach full defilade.
• Tanks that are both M-ki!led and F-killed are considered sensed kills after a period of inactivity.
• Missile systems now wait for missile impact before moving out-• The win criteria is that the winner has at least one tank able to fire and the loser has none that can.
• The model now finds the expected kills per stowed load in the case of one blue vs n reds.
All but the last two changes require changes in the inputs. The changes occur in the old 'misc' and 'ace' files, and I have added a completely new type of input file, the 'path' file. Table 1 shows the correspondence between the old and new input files. Now let's proceed to a file-byfile discussion of the inputs in the new and changed files. 
TARLE1. INPUT FILES
THE GAME CONTROL FILE
The game control file is named 'gamec' and contains just three lines of information. Table 2 is a sample of such a file. It is the first three lines of the old blue.misc file and it has changed very little. The first line of the file contains five numbers, the first two of which are for future use. The third and fourth are the standard input and output units, and the fifth is set to 1 or 2, depending on which of two distributions of initial target orientations are desired. Values for these two distributions can be modified in the inito routine.
As shown in Table 2 , the second lire of the file contains the values of 10 'keys' that are used to turn on or mm off various print statements in the program. The normal user will only be interested in keys 1, 3, and 4 while the other keys turn on print statements of value to someorK maintaining or extending the program. Table 3 is a new descripdon of these keys.
Again, referring to Table 2 , the third line contains four numbers, the number of blue combatants, the number of red combatants, the 'scenario' and the maximum time that an engagement will run. The scenario is either a meeting engagement with all fully exposed, or a red attack with red fully exposed and blue in hull defilade, or a blue attack with blue fully exposed and red in hull defilade. 
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Echo some input Echo more input Echo above + pkh tables Echo above + pkh calculations (in rdpkh) Print ail events as they are scheduled and cancelled In path print firer, tlast, time, delay In kill prim narmy, nrg, nang, nhdfe, ndisp, kill, p, psave In switch prim firer, tgt, e, p, z In nrold print time, life(i), knceal(tgt), FD, 1 In engage print armyf, ishtfs, firer, motion, STATNY In mokill print t, tgt, coloKnanny), n, irg In init print i, aspect(i,TURRET) In halt print firer, tgt, armyf, nrg In impact print low rd for HD target In rgf print position and velocity of firer and tgt In geterr print theta, temp, iang, sserrs, r, vtgt, vfirer, firer, narmy In izhit prim tgt edges & impact point In path print i, t, dt, tbl, etc In nrseg print tbl (unused)
THE MrSCELLANEOUS DATA FILES
There are very few changes in these files. Table 4 shows a sample file. The changes are as follows:
• Tn line 9, we add 'ismsT which is set to I if this is a missile firins system and 0 otherwise.
• In line 14, we add 'accel', 'decel', and 'thide'. Accel and decel are the vehicle acceleration and deceleration (in meters per second squared). Thide is the time for an F-killed vehicle to reach full defilade (in seconds).
• Tn line 15, we add 'ishtfs', 'nbump', and 'tbump'. Tshtfs is set to 1 if this is a haltto-fire system and 0 otherwise. After an M&F-kill on a vehicle the kill level is 'bumped-up' to a K-kill if the vehicle is hit nbump times or when tbump seconds elapse. The moving-stationary portion of the delivery accuracy files has been reformatted. Tn the previous version, I root-sum-squared the stationary-stationary errors with the moving-stationary add-ons offline to produce the moving-stationary errors. These moving-stationary errors were then placed in the delivery accuracy files. The problem with this method is that only one firer speed was stored in the file at a time and to store more would require several pages more moving-stationary errors. In the new version, I just put the moving-stationary add-ons in the delivery accuracy files and let the computer root sum square the add-ons with the stationarystationary errors to produce the moving-stationary errors for the appropriate speeds. Table 5 shows the interesting portions of a sample delivery accuracy file.
The first line of moving-stationary numbers is a set of firer speeds (m/s). The second and third lines are the horizontal and vertical add-ons for the respective speeds (mils). Motion data appears in three types of files: 'x.misc', 'x.acc', and 'vpath' files. The first two types of files have already been discussed. The path data is stored in two files, one for blue and one for red. Tables 6 and 7 show two path files. Table 6 contains the nominal path for a stationary  vehicle, and Table 7 contains the nominal path for a vehicle moving along a path that has two segments. I call these paths nominal paths because the vehicles on a side are usually spread out around the nominal path and don't travel exactly on it; they parallel it. They don't usually reach segment ends at the exact times indicated in the path data either; the times given in me path data are for the tank moving at nominal speeds. Halt-to-fire systems and M-killed systems will slow down and as a result move slower than the nominal speeds.
The first record (line) in each path file is a header record and is not used by the computer. The next group of records defines modon along the segments of the vehicle path. The n segments are defined by their n+1 endpoints. The last record in this group has a '99999' in its first field After that, there are some more records, one for each vehicle on the side. This last group of records gives the offset of each vehicle around the nominal path. Follow these records with the x and y offsets for each vehicle on the side. You can put in offsets for additional vehicles, and the program will simply read as many offsets as it needs. 
INTERACTIVE INPUT
Run TANK WARS by entering the /tank/fred/m.n directory on the PDP 11/70 and saying 'xll n', where n has the value 1-4 with the results shown in Table 8 . After the program starts running, it will grind away for a while, reading input in the read routines and setting up pkh tables in the rdpkh routine. Then it will ask for the 'scenario', the 'random-nr-seed', and either the 'rep-number' or t N e 'nr-of-reps'.
For scenario type in 1, 2, or 3 depending on whether you want a meeting engagement, a Red attack, or a Blue attack. For random-nr-seed insert a four or five digit number, for repnumber insen a 1 unless you are interested in a particular replication from a multi-rep run. If you're interested in a multi-rep run and want a stadstically significant sample size, set nr-ofreps to at least 500. After it gets done running, it will ask for the next set of such information.
When you've run everything you want, just input a zero and the program will quit
